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We present a method for microcantilever resonant frequency detection. We measure the direct current from an intermittent contact once every vibration cycle between the conducting cantilever and a counterelectrode at a low bias voltage with respect to the cantilever, while the excitation frequency and amplitude are varied. The result is an almost “digital” detection of the resonant frequency. A relative frequency resolution Δf/f of 1/80,000 with high signal to noise ratio in ambient conditions is demonstrated. The detection method can be applied to portable sensor systems with very high frequency nanoelectromechanical cantilevers using simple off-chip electronics. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2217161]

Micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) have become important in sensing applications. Cantilever based mass sensing, relying on a resonant frequency shift induced by the added mass, has a potential for very high mass resolution as demonstrated by the reported detection of masses in the 10⁻¹⁸ g range. The resonant frequency shift can be detected using optical or electronic detection methods. Most high-resolution systems, however, rely on optical detection.

A great challenge still at hand is to make portable sensor systems working in ambient conditions with such high sensitivity. This could probably be realized using optical detection; however, delicate alignment of the detection optics to the cantilever chip is required. Electronic detection relaxes the alignment requirements, but low signal levels and high sensitivity to stray and parasitic capacitance make integration of elaborate electronics and readout systems on the cantilever chip necessary.

In this letter we show that it is possible to detect the resonant frequency of a cantilever based sensor by measuring the time average current flowing from an electrode to the cantilever during hard contact occurring once every cycle of the cantilever vibration. The electronic detection method provides very high resolution in ambient conditions using simple low-bandwidth off-chip electronics. Moreover, the detection method does not suffer from the common problem in electronic detection methods, where the strong actuation signals often contaminate the detected signal. Previous work on a similar design did not focus on the sensor applications but rather on the ability to transfer single electrons by tunneling.

The resonant frequency of the cantilever is given by

\[ f_0 = \frac{\omega_0}{2\pi} = \sqrt{\frac{K}{m}} \],

where \( K \) is the spring constant and \( m^* \) is the effective vibrational mass of the cantilever. The cantilever mass responsivity is defined by

\[ R = \frac{\partial f_0}{\partial m} = -\frac{\omega_0}{2m} = \frac{\partial f_0}{\partial m^*} \],

where \( \omega_0 \) is the resonant frequency shift caused by an added mass \( m^* \). Thus a high resonant frequency \( f_0 \) and a low effective mass \( m^* \) are required for a high-resolution mass sensing cantilever.

The mass resolution of the cantilever is affected by energy losses, as the loss mechanisms add noise. The losses are accounted for by the quality factor \( Q_f \) defined by the ratio of energy stored in the cantilever and energy lost per cycle. Several loss mechanisms, intrinsic and extrinsic, affect the quality factor of the cantilever, but for microcantilevers operated in ambient conditions viscous damping from the surrounding medium is dominant resulting in quite low quality factors.

The minimum measurable change in resonant frequency, \( \delta f_{0,\text{min}} \), is determined by thermomechanical noise, but in most applications the noise introduced by the measurement system, \( \delta f_{0,\text{sys}} \), is far larger. In order to reduce \( \delta f_{0,\text{sys}} \) to a minimum, it is important that the primary conversion of frequency to an electrical signal results in a large signal, then the unavoidable electronic noise becomes less important in comparison to the thermomechanical noise of the cantilever. The hard contact method we describe here is one such method, since a quite high dc level (~10 nA) is the primary electrical output signal, much higher current levels than seen in electron tunneling detection schemes (~1 pA). A schematic of the detection setup used for hard contact readout is shown as overlay to the actual device in Fig. 1(a).

The cantilever was operated in dynamic mode by applying an actuation voltage, \( V_A = V_{A,ac} + V_{A,dc} \), consisting of an ac (HP 33120A) and dc (Keithley 2400) voltage to the actuation electrode and grounding the cantilever. A small dc (HP E3611) voltage \( V_E \) was applied to the electrode close to the apex of the cantilever through an integrating transconductance amplifier based on a Burr Brown OPA277P (C=1 pF and \( R=22 \) MΩ).

At sufficiently large vibrational amplitudes, the cantilever and electrode contact once every cycle, and a unidirectional current pulse train \( I_m(t) \), with a pulse width of \( t_c \) and a magnitude of \( I_m = -V_E/R_C \), is supplied to the amplifier input [Fig. 1(a)]. Here \( R_C \) is the total resistance of the contact. At steady state, the amplifier output voltage reaches a value of...
V_{o,ss}= V_E - R \bar{I}_{in} = V_E + (R/R_C)(I_c/T)V_E, \text{ where } \bar{I}_{in} \text{ is the time average of the input current and } T \text{ is the cycle time. } V_{o,ss} \text{ was measured using a computer controlled Keithley 2000. It is apparent that the larger the amplitude, the larger the frequency span } \Delta f \text{ in which a current will flow [Fig. 1(b)]. The reciprocal relative frequency resolution } f_0/\Delta f \text{ thereby serves as a convenient measure of the quality of the measurement. }

The cantilever used in the experiments was fabricated using standard microfabrication techniques. The cantilever was defined in a 2 μm thick silicon dioxide film thermally grown on a silicon substrate by etching in a STS advanced oxide etcher using aluminum as etch mask. The cantilever was subsequently released by underetching using a STS re-active ion etcher for isotropic silicon etching. Then platinum was deposited onto the sides and top of the structure using e-beam evaporation. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the resulting cantilever is seen in Fig. 1(a). The cantilever is L=60 μm long, W=1.8 μm wide, and H=1.5 μm thick. The theoretical resonant frequency is 390 kHz with a mass responsivity of ~1 kHz/pg. The rough top surface [clearly seen in Fig. 3(a)] increases the surface area of the cantilever by roughly a factor of 10. This is desirable for gas detection.\(^{10}\)

For mass loading of the cantilever ~1 μm diameter latex spheres\(^{11}\) with an expected mass of Δm=0.5 pg were used. The latex-spheres were positioned on the cantilever using a manipulation setup based on a high-resolution optical Navitar microscope. A Newport XYZ stage was used for cantilever positioning, while an etched tungsten tip with a tip diameter of roughly 1 μm mounted on a Burleigh PCS-5400 piezomicro manipulator was used to manipulate the latex spheres.

In all measurements V_{A,dc}=10 V_{pp} and V_E=1 V, while V_{A,dc} was varied to adjust the vibration amplitude. At a high level of the dc actuation voltage V_{A,dc}≈22 V, the resonant frequency was localized visually. V_{o,ss} was measured while the excitation frequency was scanned in discrete steps near and at the resonant frequency. This was repeated at decreasing levels of V_{A,dc} until the resonant peak disappeared in V_{o,ss}. The results are shown in Fig. 2(a), which shows that the frequency span with a significant output signal, ΔV_{o,ss}>0.1 V, decreases with decreasing V_{A,dc} is minimized at V_{A,dc}≈19.2 V, and vanishes at V_{A,dc}≈19.1 V. From the measured voltages, the time averaged current is estimated to be in the order of \bar{I}_c=10–50 nA.

In Fig. 2(b) the reciprocal relative frequency resolution f_0/\Delta f corresponding to the measurements in Fig. 2(a) is shown. From V_{A,dc}=20 V to V_{A,dc}=19.2 V, the reciprocal relative frequency resolution increases from f_0/\Delta f=300 to f_0/\Delta f≈8000. Note that at V_{A,dc}=19.2 V the resolution is limited by the resolution in applied frequencies.

A demonstration of the detection method used for mass sensing is shown in Fig. 3. Here two latex spheres were placed on the cantilever one after the other; the SEM image in Fig. 3(a) shows the apex of the cantilever with both latex spheres in place. The latex spheres were deformed by the manipulation but remained intact. The frequency responses with no, one, and two latex spheres are shown in Fig. 3(b). The change in resonant frequency for each added latex sphere was ~1.1 kHz, and the reciprocal relative frequency resolution was 20 000<f_0/\Delta f<80 000. The change in resonant frequency is more than twice as large as anticipated. The reason for the large frequency shift could be a lower effective mass density of the cantilever due to the very rough surface with rather deep holes etched into the cantilever material, but the latex spheres could also have a higher mass than expected due to absorbed water and salts from the atmosphere and the shipping liquid.

In all microelectromechanical system (MEMS) or NEMS systems where contact between surfaces is required or unavoidable, sticking is a serious concern. The nonstick condition for the detection method here is that the elastic energy stored in the cantilever with Young’s modulus Y, deflected a distance d_0, exceeds the adhesive energy A_CE_{adhesion}, due to a contact of area A_C. E_{adhesion} depends strongly on the mechanisms involved in the adhesion, but in worst case, where chemical bonds are formed, the order of magnitude is E_{adhesion}~1 J/m².\(^{12}\) These considerations lead to the geometrical design rule \((W/L)^3 H_{0}^{2}/A_{C}>8E_{adhesion}/Y\) that must be fulfilled to unconditionally avoid sticking. Assuming a blunt wedge-like electrode and thereby a contact area of A_C=H \ell, the...
length $\ell$ of the contact region in the experimental devices presented here must fulfil $\ell < 1 \mu m$. This is in perfect agreement with observations, since sticking was never observed in these devices. For linear geometrically scaled devices, $\ell$ scales linearly, which should not pose problems, because the better lithographic tools required also improve the wedge sharpness.

The average current measured in this method depends on the ratio of contact time to cycle time and on the contact resistance. These parameters are thus important when considering the scaling behavior of the method. Assuming that $N$ coherent electron channels are formed in the contact, the contact resistance becomes $R_c = h/(2 e^2 N) \approx 13 k\Omega/N$,\(^\text{13}\) where $h$ is Planck’s constant and $e$ is the unit charge. Note that other resistance contributions, such as bulk and spreading resistances, are unimportant if low resistivity ($\sim 2 \mu \Omega$ cm) metals are used. The number of electron channels is probably affected by scaling, and in an ultimate scaled device a single channel is assumed to remain, which still results in a useful low resistance.

To a first approximation, the contact time is determined by the cantilever beam dynamics. During the contact time $t_c$, the cantilever motion is described by a superposition of modes for the cantilever pinned to the end deflection $a_0$. It follows that the contact time $t_c$ scales with geometry and material parameters exactly as the cycle time $T$ does; as a result the ratio of these is unaffected by geometrical scaling.

Compared to other electronic readout methods, the main advantage of the hard contact method is that a dc current is measured. Therefore simple low-bandwidth off-chip electronics can be used, and unavoidable parasitic and stray capacitances do not affect the frequency resolution; hence scaling to very high resonant frequency NEMS cantilevers is straightforward. Since delicate alignment of the cantilever chip to the detection system is not required, system integration is facilitated, especially for portable systems where the cantilever chip is a consumable; in such applications, this method may compete favorably with optical detection methods. A portable system based on the hard contact method combined with readout at higher bending modes\(^\text{14}\) operated in ambient conditions could prove very sensitive and economical.

We have described a method for detection of the resonant frequency of microcantilevers based on measurement of a direct current from an intermittent hard contact to a biased electrode. The method was shown experimentally to provide high quality resonant frequency detection, since a relative frequency resolution of $1/80\,000$ was demonstrated in ambient conditions at a signal to noise ratio of several hundreds. We have shown that the method is scalable to high resonant frequency NEMS applications and provided a design rule to prevent sticking. Thus we are convinced that the method will prove useful in many cantilever based sensor systems, in particular, in portable systems, where it could prove to be a useful alternative to optical sensing as no critical alignment to the detection circuitry is needed with the method.
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\begin{enumerate}
\item Kisker, pps-1.0 polystyrene micropartikel, 992 nm.
\end{enumerate}